BASE EROSION AND PROFIT-SHIFTING (BEPS)
Contributions from civil society as a follow-up to No

I Mar h

ore shifty busi ess

, 58 i il so iet orga isatio s pu lished the poli
rief No ore shift usi ess , in
respo se to the OECD s report Addressi g ase erosio a d profit-shifti g .

In our report, we stated that the OECD analysis is an urgent call to design a new international tax
system that: (i) redresses the current unjust distribution of the global tax base, (ii) treats MNCs as
what they really are: complex structures that are bound together by centralised management,
functional integration and economies of scale, and (iii) makes MNCs pay their taxes where their
economic activities and investment are actually located, rather than in jurisdictions where the
MNC s presen e is fi titious and e plained una epta le ta a oidan e strategies.
We also stated that the current exclusion of developing countries in the BEPS project is
unacceptable and needs to be redressed as soon as possible.
This document contains the answers provided by civil society organisations to the following OECD s
follow-up questions.

1. General questions.
1.1. Do NGOs agree with governments that base erosion and profit shifting is a significant
problem? If so, is this contributing to the instability of the international tax system?
NGOs agree that base erosion and profit shifting is a very serious problem. As stated by the OECD
and NGOs, evidence is overwhelming.
Base erosion and profit-shifting result from a deep structural flaw in the international tax system,
and is indeed a major cause of the instability of that system. This flaw is the failure to treat
multinational enterprises according to the economic reality of their activity. Instead, a principle has
become gradually entrenched that they should be taxed as if they were operating as separate
enterprises in each country dealing independently with each other. This fiction does not merely
allow but encourages multinationals to organise their affairs by forming entities in suitable
jurisdictions to reduce their overall effective tax rate.
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The systematic tax avoidance which results from this basic structural flaw has many extremely
harmful results. Governments and tax authorities are rightly concerned by the immediate revenue
losses, but the ramifications go much wider:


systematic tax avoidance by the largest and most powerful companies in the world
undermines the legitimacy of taxation everywhere, as the February report on BEPS
acknowledges;



it gives the multinationals which exploit these avoidance opportunities very significant
competitive advantages over national firms, resulting in inefficient allocation of
investment and major distortions to economic activity;



at the same time, it distorts the decisions of these firms themselves, resulting in some
benefits to some countries but overall economic welfare losses;1



it has particularly distorted the finance sector, greatly contributing to the creation of
shadow banking, excessive leverage and other techniques, and hence the financialisation
of economies, leading to the bubble which caused the financial crash of 2007-9, and the
economic devastation that has followed;



it sustains the international tax avoidance industry, resulting in enormously wasteful
expenditures for both firms and governments;



the techniques and facilities devised by the tax avoidance industry, using the `offshore ta
haven and secrecy system, are also used for all kinds of evasion, not only of taxes,
including money-laundering for crime, corruption and terrorism;



Base erosion and profit-shifting, and generally tax avoidance and evasion, seriously
undermine efforts to tackle poverty and inequality, including official development aid.

It is therefore difficult to under-estimate the importance of dealing with this problem. Governments
should therefore ensure that the international rules for the taxation of MNCs are thoroughly
reformed to make them fit for the 21st century.
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1.2. What role can the OECD play in the BEPS project, and in restoring stability to the international
tax system?
Despite its contested legitimacy, the OECD s Committee on Fiscal Affairs has become today the main
custodian of the international tax system. Therefore, the OECD could help not only to restore some
stability to the tax system, but as a result begin to remedy the much wider problems outlined above.
However, this is subject to a number of caveats:


The OECD must ensure much wider accountability and transparency in its work, and
become more open to divergent views and willing to reflect on the failings – and
associated consequences - of the current system, for which it has been largely
responsible.



Whilst facilitating consultation, it must be discriminating and selective as regards the
arguments and views which are taken into account. In the past, there has been too much
deference to the avoidance industry, partly because it employs the specialists who are
able to engage with the technical details often involved. This has resulted in a damaging
process by which the international tax system has become the preserve of a relatively
closed group committed to existing approaches. We hope that there is now a real
willingness not only to think outside the box, but to adopt a new approach.



Similarly, the creation of the Global Forum has given too much importance to the views
and interests of the tax haven and secrecy jurisdictions. A more robust approach could
and should be adopted to dealing with such countries, which have essentially become
captives of the tax avoidance industry, especially as many of them are both politically and
economically dependent on the leading OECD countries.



More importantly, there must also be a new approach towards working with non-OECD
countries. In the past, the OECD has used its participation in the UN Tax Committee to
prevent that Committee from doing anything other than follow in the footsteps of the
OECD, by limiting the scope of its work and obstructing any increase in its meagre
resources. It has attempted to co-opt the larger and emerging economy countries by
giving them a nominal role as Observers to the OECD. The OECD should provide the
resources to enable the UN Tax Committee, whose membership is currently being
renewed, to engage as a genuinely equal partner both in the BEPS project and the wider
reconstruction of the international tax system which is needed.
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Developing countries cannot continue to be excluded from deliberation and decisionmaking processes. The current BEPS process aims to drive change at global level, but is
biased towards the context and interests of OECD countries. In addition, it does not allow
developing countries to participate on an equal footing. We find this unacceptable.

In our view, the BEPS project must provide a clear sense of direction towards the adoption of a new
approach for the taxation of MNCs. It should involve

o i g a a fro

the separate e tit /ar

s

length principle, and towards treating multinationals as the integrated firms they are.
To date, there has been strong resistance to this, largely on the grounds that it would mean adopting
a alter ati e s ste
`u itar

of `u itar ta atio . These fears are

ispla ed. Although `separate-e tit a d

i ol e differe t approa hes a d perspe ti es, i pra ti e there is o sidera le o erlap.

Many of the measures which have been introduced to adapt the `separate-e tit

approa h to the

economic realities of multinationals already involve or imply treating them as unitary firms. It is
therefore possible to build on existing experience and develop the details of a unitary approach
gradually and pragmatically. What is now needed is a change of perspective, so that international tax
rules as applied to multinationals encourage and support treating them as unitary firms.
Central to this approach should be the introduction of a requirement for multinationals to submit to
the tax authorities of each country where they do business a Combined Report. This should include,
for the current and previous 4 years (i) worldwide consolidated accounts, and (ii) both global data
and a country-by-country breakdown of (a) the main measures of the real economic activity in each
country (physical assets, employees and sales), and (b) the taxes actually paid. Without this
information, no tax authority is in a position to form a realistic view of whether the profits and hence
tax liabilities declared by the multinational in the country concerned are a fair reflection of its true
activities. Indeed, the UN Manual on Transfer Pricing already recommends that states obtain such
data for the purposes of transfer pricing audits.
The adoption of a unitary approach, together with the requirement for submission of a Combined
Report, should provide the orientation for specific measures which could and should be adopted. As
we have stressed, they do not necessarily require or entail adopting a fully-fledged system of unitary
taxation with apportionment of profits by a formula fixed in advance. However, if there is a clear
sense of direction towards a unitary approach, existing specific measures can be strengthened and
new ones designed towards this new orientation.
At the same time, measures which further entrench the flawed separate entity perspective should
be re-worked or phased out.
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2. On Countering Base Erosion
2.1. How should economic substance be taken into account as a criterion for evaluating the tax
treatment of transactions?
Economic substance should be the basis for evaluating the level of profit declared in each country,
and the evaluation of the relationships and transactions between related parties should be geared to
their effects on profit allocation.
What is important is not to adjust the terms of individual transactions by comparison with those
between independent entities, which can never be truly comparable, but to evaluate whether the
resulting profits are appropriate in view of the real economic activity and role of the respective
parties.

2.2. How should governments deal with hybrid mismatches and arbitrage? How can governments
ensure legal certainty while doing so? What kind of instrument is the most effective/appropriate?
The move away from the separate entity approach should mean that the characterisation of the
legal status of an affiliate within a multinational becomes irrelevant. Instead, what should count is
the real economic activity it performs. It is the excessive concern with the legal form of affiliates that
leads to problems such as hybrid mismatches.

2.3. Would a general LOB clause (within tax treaties) be useful? Are there any restrictions that
should be placed on the use of tax treaties which can be implemented without
overkill/unbalanced negative effects on sound business practices?
A general LOB clause would help to reinforce a move towards evaluating profit apportionment on
the basis of real economic factors, rather than spurious legal forms, so it would be a positive step.
Reasonableness and economic substance tests should be used to determine when they should come
into operation.
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2.4. How would NGOs react to more uniformity in the way rules limiting interest deductibility
operate? Would NGOs favour a more internationally coordinated approach on other deductible
expenses, such as headquarters expenses?
A coordinated move towards ending interest deductibility would be a very constructive step for
many reasons and would complement and support a move towards a unitary approach. Under such
approach, intra-firm financial flows would in any case be disregarded.
As regards headquarters expenses, they are already frequently apportioned, and this would be
systematised under a unitary approach.

2.5. How can MAP processes, including arbitration, be improved to address uncertainties or
inconsistencies in how anti-avoidance/abuse rules are applied?
The most important improvement to MAP processes would be to publish their outcomes. This would
greatly add to transparency, as well as promote uniformity and predictability, and hence the
legitimacy of the international tax system.
The secrecy of both MAP processes and APAs greatly increases the power of frequent actors in these
processes, i.e. the international tax and accounting firms, to the great detriment of the system as a
whole. Developing countries are also often in a weak position to properly defend their interests.
Publication of both would be a great step towards a system which could provide, and more
importantly be seen, to deliver a fair international allocation of tax.

3. On Jurisdiction to Tax
3.1. What challenges exist in implementing the existing treaty standards?
The present treaty standards are based on a misleading distinction between residence and source
countries, which suggests that profits should be apportioned between the country where the
investor is resident and that where the investment is located. This concept reflects portfolio
investment, and bears little relationship to the economic reality of multinationals.
A more realistic, appropriate and just apportionment of the global profits of their integrated
operations should be based on evaluation and analysis of the true functions performed by each part
of the firm and their real presence in each country. Residence in particular is easy to manipulate, so
rights to tax business profits should be based on where actual activities take place. The location of
the parent company of a group is important to the extent that it is the true headquarters and c can
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perform other important functions such as R&D, but not merely because it is the holding company
for shares.

3.2. Are there artificial arrangements that some businesses use to avoid jurisdiction to tax (e.g. PE
status or withholding at source)?
Exploitation of residence and source rules are a central technique of international tax avoidance, as
the recent scandals of Google and Amazon have shown.
One example is hedge funds, which claim to be resident and to source their trading income in lowtax jurisdictions, though their trading activity is directed from high-tax countries, especially London
and New York.
A key advantage of a unitary approach is that it eliminates the complexities of residence and source
rules.

3.3. For purposes of concepts such as PE, is the on-line sale of a digital product (e.g. e-books)
different than the on-line sale of tangible products (e.g. printed books)? What are the key
differences?
A key problem with the PE concept is that it is based on categorising a legal entity according to its
physical presence in a country, rather than apportioning profits according to the physical presence in
each country of the firm as a whole, regardless of the legal entities through which it chooses to
operate.
Internet firms only show up most sharply the limitations of this approach. The digital economy is
now ubiquitous, and it would not be feasible or desirable to devise separate rules for `digital
economy fir s as a se tor. I stead, i ter atio al ta rules should e refor ed to deal

ith the

effects of the new phase of economic globalisation of which the digital economy is a key vector.
The PE concept should therefore be phased out, in favour of a wider definition of what constitutes
doing business within a country.
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3.4. Should governments coordinate their CFC legislation, and if so, what criteria are appropriate
for income that is included in such regimes?
The strengthening of CFC legislation should be regarded as an interim measure. In one sense CFC
rules are in line with a unitary approach, since they entail disregarding the separate legal form of the
CFC. However, they can act to legitimise the separate entity, if it falls outside the CFC rules.
The latter has increasingly come to be the case, as CFC rules have been relaxed due both to tax
competition and to economic globalisation, which makes it harder to define or apply them. Thus, the
disti tio

et ee `a ti e a d `passi e i o e has become increasingly difficult to maintain, as a

greater number of economic activities have become easier to delocalise, for example sales, with the
growth of ecommerce.
In the short term CFC rules could be strengthened though, eg by a concerted move towards treating
income from all financial services and transactions as passive. States should end measures which
ha e gra el

eake ed CFC rules, su h as `ti k the o , a d the `pate t o .

4. On Transfer pricing
4.1. Are there circumstances in which transfer pricing rules do not currently result in profit being
aligned

ith the lo ation of i) su stan e, or ii)

ore alue-dri ing a ti ities of a trade union? If

so, what are the best ways to address that?
Current transfer pricing rules give too much importance to evaluating the terms of specific
transactions by the criterion of comparable transactions between independent parties. It is widely
known that, in practice, comparables are hard to find and they are rarely appropriate or true.
This was already recognised some 20 years ago when the OECD accepted profit apportionment,
u der the guise of ` o para le profits approa hes. These allo

the apportio

e t of aggregate

profits, but are formally limited to the profits of aggregated transactions between particular related
parties, although in practice a large number of related entities within a corporate group are likely to
contribute to the generation of such profits, even if they are not directly transacting with all the
others.
What is needed now is to build on and develop these profit apportionment methods, by (i) including
in the aggregation all the profits generated by a unitary business, and (ii) identifying criteria for
evaluating the substantive contributions and value-adding activities of the different parts of the
business, to apportion the profits.
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Two methods could be used for this, both accepted under the current profit split approach
elaborated in the OECD Transfer Pricing Guidelines. One applies appropriate `allo atio ke s dire tl
to the aggregated profits. The other adopts a 2-stage process, first identifying the function
performed by each part of the business and apportioning a level of profit appropriate to that
fu tio , a d the apportio i g the `residual profits o the asis of allo atio ke s. A prag ati
approach towards developing appropriate profit apportionment methods could be adopted, on an
industry or even case-by-case basis, building on these methods.

4.2. In analysing the risks of a global business, what are the relevant differences between branches
and subsidiaries?
Neither risk nor the legal distinction between a branch and a subsidiary are appropriate criteria for
apportioning the tax base of an integrated multinational company. By its nature, the multinational
pools risks, as affiliates do not stand alone either financially or operationally. Allocating profits
according to which entity is deemed to bear the risks therefore makes no sense.
A multinational also has a good deal of freedom in choosing between the branch and subsidiary form
(though tax is not the only determinant in this choice). Certainly, in legal terms, a branch cannot
bear risks separately from the rest of the company, while an affiliate can because it is formally a
separate entity, but in the context of a corporate group the distinction is not a real one.

4.3. In what circumstances is it appropriate to disregard or re-characterise the form of a related
party transaction for transfer pricing purposes?
As we have already stressed, the focus on the terms of specific transactions is inappropriate.
Adjustment of the accounts of related entities under existing tax rules should shift towards ensuring
that they reflect a level of profit consonant with the real economic activities of the whole firm within
the country concerned.

4.4. Can NGOs identify best practices in the current transfer pricing practices by individual
jurisdictions that can be used to address key transfer pricing issues (including the use of risk
assessment tools to reduce the burden associated with transfer pricing documentation
requirements)?
We have already stressed that the most appropriate methods are the profit apportionment methods
accepted under current rules, which now need to be further developed and systematised.
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This is particularly appropriate for developing countries, for which it would be a waste of resources
to either develop or apply the expertise to attempt to use approaches based on comparables, which
have largely proved a failure elsewhere.
The challenge is to identify appropriate profit allocation keys which adequately reflect the true
economic activities within each country. Adoption of this approach would simplify documentation
requirements for firms, as well as other elements of current transfer pricing rules which are timeconsuming and burdensome for both firms and tax administrations.
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